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Simulation of Repetitively-Pulsed Laser Irradiation

of Graphite-Epoxy Conmposite

1. INTRGDUCTI.ON

For their investigations of the rapid heating of graphite epoxy

composites, Griffis, Masumura and Chang .(GIC) [I] developed a computer code

to calculate the response of a composite to CW laser irradiations, with

fluences of the order of kilowatts per square centimeter. Da~a are al so

available for the repetitively-pulsed laser irradiations of the same

composite material. These irradiations Involve much higher peak powers, of

the order of megawatts per sqiare centimeter, typically with 100 xulses of

IO us duration at the rate of 100 pulses per second. The average energy

deposited (100 X 1C_" s X 406 W/cm2 , 103 J/cM2 ) is about the same

as in the GK work.

In this report I describe the modifications that I inade to the GMC code

so as to handle the larger pulsed fluences. When attempting to use the GMC --

code at higher fluerces, reveral problems arose.. The code had to be

modified to handle pulsed irradiations, but this did not, in itself, disturb

the numerical procedures used in the code. The next section describes the

new time-mesh structure, which allows a repeated heat-on/heat-off

irradiation. The three order-of-magnitude increase in the peak fluence did

generate numerical problems.. ue to the low thermal conductivity of the
coposite material, enormous thermal gradients are created at the surface of

the material--gradients of the order of 107-108 *C/cm. This problem was

circumvented by repl'acing the grid sturcture for the depth variable with-

'another structure that has a very fine mesh size at the surface and that

gradually coarsens as one goes deeper into the material. This mesh .is

described in Section ?.

MUwpaIp apmwd Augu '21, 1964.
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In the GMC model of the composite response at high temperaturE, the

material (graphite and residual epoxy) decomposes at 3316°C. Once the front

surface reaches this temperature, the surface begins to recede. CNC

modified the equations desrribing the surface conditions, in order to

simulate this recession. At the higher fluences used with the repetitively-

pulsed irradiations, their procedure becomes numerically unstable.' I

cescribe in Section 4 a modified method for handling the recession.

Section 5 describes the changes made in the handling of the thermal

properties, which has the effect of both improving the numerical convergence

of the calculations and improving their accuracy. The following section

reports a test of the code that compares the program's calculation of the

time for a complete burnthrough with the time derived from simple heat

capacity estimates.

in order to verify that none of the changes outlined above made any

substantial change in the low fluence, CW results, Section 7 compares one of

the calculations made by GMC to the same calculation made with the modified

code. The next section contains a sample calulation for a pulsed

irraaiatlon. Section 9 then presents a detailed comparison of this code's

results with an experimental pulsed irradiation.

Throughout this report we follow the notation of Griffis, Masumura and

Chang. Rather than repeat equations that appear in their report, we will

refer to them directly by using their equation numb'?rs prefaced by a "G"..

We also follow GMC In using the expressions for surface-losses due to

convection and reradlatlon that are given by Hobbs, et al [2]. The'

cnncluding section will emphasize the need for better measurements of the

thermal properties of the composite.

2. THE TIME EVOLUTION MESH

Ue describe the structure of the a pulsed Irradiation by three time

periods: t1 , the length of an indlvldual laser pulse; t., the time

between pulses; and t.., the length of time the coce Is allowed to run at

2



the end of the irradiation. Thus the total time simulated by the code is

t = np (t + t 2 ) + t 3  (1

where np is the number of pulses. Typically, an experimental run will

consist of 100 pulses at 100 pps, with 1C as pulse lengths, for which case

we have t1=10 As, t 2 =9990 as, and n p=10C. Having 'set these intervals,.

we break them -into n 1, n2, and n3 subintervals,

t U t + t + t (2

's S, s2 sn 9s

so that there are a total of nt time intervals, where

nt

t *np (n 1  n 2 ) n 3  (3

The code is most unstable, numerically, at the beginning of a pulse--the

thermal gradients are largest then and the difficulties associated with'the

abrupt changes in the composite's thermal properties [(] are worst.

Consequently, the code requires small time intervals at the beginning of a

pulse. Later, after the heat has flowed into the interior of the composite

and after the temperature has risen above the region (2CO-SCC'C) where the

thermal properties are changing rapidly, larger time intervals can be used.

We sati'sfiy the requirements by setting the time steps for the pul'se period

as

exp(i a'1) exp((i-I) 81)
ti- ti-1 tl exp(n 1 a1) -I i81L...n (4

with similarexpressions for the. other time' intervals. The values of a1,

a2, and a3 can be set as desired; typical values are a1 a 0.070.

a2 = C.1C, and a3 * C.10, in which case, if t1 lO us, nl.IOC,.

t 2 a9.99' ms, and n2 ,lO0, the first timc step is 0.66 ns long, the ICOth

is 0.68 as, the 101st is 48 ns, and the 200th is 0.95 ms. 'The form .(4) is

flexible, allowing great disparity-in the time steps, is above, and allowing •

equal steps as the at go to zero. '

' o.
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In the course of its calculations, if the coce runs into numerical

difficulty during a particular time step, such as the non-convergence of one

of the iteration procedures, then the size of that time step is halved and.

the proceaure restarted. Once the whole time step has been worked through,

the program reverts' to the original time step sequence. Thib self adjusting

feature makes, the code more flexible, so that larger and more efficient time

steps can be used most of the time; shorter time steps are used only when S

necessary.

3. THE MESH FOR PT"NETRATION DEPTH 0

When a several megawatt irradiation first impinges on the composite

material,' thermal gradients of the order of 107 -1C 8 "C/cm are seen. In

-order that the calculated temperatures not vary too much from gird point to

adjacent gird ooint, it is necessary that the nesh be quite fine near the

surface. To accomplish this we again use the expcnenti.al form

X0 C
i L exp(l b) - 1) / (exp(nm b) - i=l, 2 ... nm (5

m• -

where L is the thickness of the material and nm is the initial number of

mesh points. Typically, we use a value of b=0.035, so that for a thickness ,•-

of 0.254 cm the firs t grid slab has a thickness of 4X10 8 cm and .the final

slab a thiUncss of 9XO" cm.'

4. NEW ITERA.TI:". METHOD DURING ABLATICN

The e;uati.ns governing the response of, the composite change once the

front surface of the composite reaches the ablation temperature.. The 9

equation [(1 relating the surface temperatures and the recession velocity is

Eq. (G15), which we reproduce here

4 '
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Tij + T2j - T2jI T T

f [2z 2  - p C k V z2. - Qf (dk/dT) k k" (6f 2p M .

f =Q PHsV M (7
I

where Q is the absorbed power flux less the surface losses. (The second

Qf factor'in Eq. (6) was iradvertently left out of Eq. (15) of Ref. (1).)

Griffis, Masumura and Chang set the front surface temperature during

ablation to be

T) T+ =1T+ . (8

They then solve the coupled equations for the new set of tenperatures

[Tjjl, i=2,...,n m, and then use Eq. ('GIS) (with T1, = T -j+=

Ts) to determine Vm. They then iterate using the new Vm and T

values. This process is repeated until successive values ofVm are within L

2 percent of each other.

When I attempted to use their iteration schleme with higher fluences
2 L(2 MW/cm2), the code became unstable, so I created a modified interation

method based on the same equations. Instead of Eq. 8), I used Eq. (7) as

one of the nm equations linking the temperatures at he nm grid points.m ..

The procedure is started by guessing at a value for m" .After the new set

of temperatures CT1 ÷, i1,, 2 ,...,nm] Is calculated, the surface

temperature T is checked to see if it is within prescribed

neighborhood of Ts., If si, the calculatinn for that time step is

finished.. If not, the new temperatures are scaled

T'isjj, (Ts / T Ij+1  T ij+1 19,

and a new guess is made as to the value of Vm. This procedure is repeated

until a given •m yiels T within the prescribed eighborhood 'of, T

6
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5. NEW rMEThCD FOR REPMESEUTING THERhAL PRCPERTIES

The thermal properties we use in these calculations are those given in

Menousek and bionin [3]. The density, specific heat, and thermal

conauctivity are represented by a series of ramp and step functions; the low

energy portions of these properties are pictureo in the following figures.

I

Figure 1 depicts the Menousek and Monin characterization of the specific

ýheat of the graphite epoxy as it is heated from OC to 900°C. The 'large

changes in the specific heat between 340"C and 510"C reflect the chemical

changes that the epoxy undergoes between these temperatures. What remains

above 510C are the graphite fibers acid, presumably, some residue of the

pyrolyzed epoxy. Although it is not completely shown in Figure 1, there is

.a gentle rise of the specific heat between 510 C and 33160C where the

*graphite fibers and' epoxy residue subl-imate. We have used the Mlenousek and

Monin values f~or the specific heat, with one modification. Once the

composite has been heated above 510C the epoxy is pemanently lost, so

thereafter the specific heat is represented by the line from 510°C to 3316°C

extended down to OC; the extension is shown by the large-dash curve in

Fig. (1). Also shown in this figure is the characterization used by GMiC,

which consists of the Menousek and Monin curves with the steeper ramps

replaced by gentler ones. We will discuss this point further after

displaying the other properties.

Figure 2 shows the Menousek and rIonin version of the density up to

9000C; it is constant above 5100C. We again use their version upon first

heating the composite. Once the material has been/heated above 51C*C we,

assume a constant value of the density of 1.084 g/c913 . The slightly

modified GMC version for the density is also shown in the figure. The same

discussion, applies to Figure 3, showing the thermal conductivity, with one
exception. The Menousek and Monin curve is a straight line dropping'from a

value of 1.452 W/cm°C at 10% to a value 0.173 W/cm'Cat 538°C, after which

it is constant at that value. For convenience, we shifted the position at

which the curve turns from 538"C to SICC, the same temperAture at which the

cther properties-break. Given the uncertainties with which these properties

are-known (3., this seems a negligible change. All of the properties that

6T.'
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6 CURRENT STUDY (FROM Ref. 3)

- - CURRENT STUDY (PYROLWZED SAMPLE) o

---- GRIFFIS, MASUMURA & CHANG

5 -

4

0

W 3r
,-I I

0"' S

200 400 600 800

TEMPERATURE (*C]

Fig. 1 -- Specific Heat of the graphite epoxy. Shown is the original
t4enousek and Monin version, which is used in the current study, and the •
sli.ghtlymodlfied version used by GMC. Also shown is the form used in this
study when the sample has been heated enough to pyrolyze the epoxy.
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have been presented graphically in this section are given in tabular form in

Appendix A.

I

I

1.5

1.-

zI

Z.- .CURRENT STUDY (FROM Ref. 3)

CURRENT STUDY (PYROLYZED SAMPLE)

0.5 - - GRIFFIS, MASUMURA & CHANG

, , I

SII II II......L .. .. , , I . . . . . I ." " '

0 200 400 600 800

TEMPERATURE [(C]
Fig. 2 The density of the graphite epoxy.. Shown Is the original rienousek
and Monin version, which is used in the current study, and the slightly
m•ocifled version used by -GI!C. Also shown is the form used= in this study'
when the sample has been heated enough to pyrolyze the epoxy.
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CURRENT STUDY

- -CURRENT STUDY (PYROLYZED SAMPLE)
.- GRIFFIS, MASUMURA & CHANG

S0.015, -.. ENOUSEK & MONIN (Ref. 3)
E

0.0

C- .0
0

zU

X 0.005-

200 400 600 800,

TEMPERATURE (*C],
Fig9. 3 -- The thermal conductivity of-the graphite epoxy. Shown is the
version useo in this study and the version used by GIIC, both of which areS
slightly modified forms of the original Mienousek and Moflln version. Also
shown is the form used i n this study when tht sample has been heated enough
to, pyrolyze the epoxy.
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* We conclude this section on thermal properties by describing an improved

, method of utilizing these properties within the-code. The original GMC code

* supplies thermal properties in the following manner auring a given time

interval: For each grid step of the spatial coordinate, there is an initial

"temperature T. and an estimated final temperature T2 . The G-VC code

. averages these two teiewperatures and then supplies the thermal properties

corresponding to the average temperature by interpolating in Table A3. A

* more accurate method of supplying the themel, properties is to provide the
Saverage thermal propertle,. over the temperature range TtoT 2 . 'As an

* example, we will use

-- 1T2 .
STK - ' dT K(T) (10

rather than using the thermal conductivity at te average temperature

(T +T )/2.

* Because T2 varies with each iteration, if one of the temperatures lies,

near one of the snarper boundaries shown in, Figures 1-3, then minor shifts

i in the temperature can make significant shifts ,n the reported thermal

, properties. This effect tends to destablize th,. convergence of the

* iteration proceaure.

"" In Figure 4 we snow an example of the benefit of' the improved method;

. the specific [-eat is plotted as a function of T2 while T is fixed at
2j

490C. I6 this example, there is as much as a ten percent error in C at

T TI30"C M((T2 T)/2 x 510"C). (Even larger errors occur in thi's

example when T.:560"Ci but usually the time steps are picked' so that this

" large a change'in temoerature'would not arise.) In the same vein, the

" derivative of the diffusivity, which appears in h.q. (6), has discontinuities

as one crosses some of the boundary, points. The GMC method of supplying the

" average value of this ouantity also yields discontinuities. These

discontinuities 'an lead to minor instablities in the iteration process,

requiring a greater number of iterations and producing less accuracy in the

final results. The new method described in this section provides a smoother

"and a more realistic averaging process..

.10



CURRENT STUDY

--- GRIFFIS, MASUMURA " CHANG.

.5

' 4'-

3
LI

LU

2

1

II I

500 525 550 575
T foCi

Fig. 4 -- A-n example of the specific heat as supplied by the-current study
and by 01C. The text above describes the difference, between the ,two methods.
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6. SMhPLE h'EAT CAPP-C4?.CY TIEST

If the specific heat anC density of this irncel material were constant

(Fand ~,respectively), thien the tim'e trnat is needed to cornoletely burn
p

through a sample of thickness d woulc be

where Cis the power of the incoming radiation in W cm , is the

absorption coefficient, C L represents the surface los ses, aT is the
temperature rise from ambient to sublimation of the graphite, and Hs is

3 the heat of. sublimation of the graphite fibers and epoxy residue.

The average velocity cf recession is

j Vrave d/t 8  (12

*dnd the maximum velocity of recession is

t~iich is the value reached just before burnthrough.

I n Figure 5 we show the surface recession velocity as afunction of the

time of i~rradiation for the following' conditions:

C. .2'54 cm

C.2.2 kW
a.0.92

Ii H* 1. 08 4 g /cs" X 43 kJ/q 46.6 kJ/cm"

These -list twn concitions (the variables are discussed in ;ef. (1) and
Ref. (2)) have thle effect that there are no reradiative or convective losses

at the surface. The other quantity needed is the total energy recuired to
heat the sample to the sublimation temperature of the graptite fibers

-12



0.05

6.900 s-I

MAXIMUM
0.04

• "-"AVERAGE

0.03

0

2 0.02

0.01

0.01

01

F g 5m 0 1 a 0 c ,

sapl iraitdb . m Ctis ftecluainýo ri

,13

=0.0

" -O I , I I * I I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
• " TIME [si

o• i• Fig. 5 -- Rec~esston velocity vs, Irracdtation time for a (U.2• cm thick
:2 ~sample trra~1ated by 2.? kW cm-'. (Cetails of the calculation =,•.pear In
[ ~the text; above. )
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(T1s x 3116C). This quantity is calculated in Appendix B; it is

8.3 ki/cm. Upon substituting these values into the expressicns for

recessional velcity and burnthrough time, we find

Vr,ave a C.0368 cm/sec

V rv ,a C.C434 cm/sec

tt . 6.SGC sec,

To within a millisecond, the code estimates the burnthrough time to be

6.900 sec; the details of the burnthrough process can be seen in Figure 5.

7. COMPARISCN WITH TEE GRIFFIS, MIASLlURA, ANC C:A:G CALCULATIOK

The conditions for the GHC calculation with which we compare are"

d 0.2!4 cm

2.79 kW/cm.2

m .. 0.92
C a 0.92

"".Vch 0.3

I . For this case. we find

v a G.0306 cm/sr, ave,
- v a 0.0361 cm/s;. ~r,malx

Sthese values are approximate because we used the T.3316C values of the

surfaces losses to estimate the energy absorbed. During the heating process

these losses would be somewhat lower.
9

" Figure 6 can be compared with Figure 8 of CGIC. There is no substantial

difference between the two calculations. The times for the onset of

ablation differ by several tenths of milliseconds, but that is due to the

improved thermal properties routine, discussed earlier. When I use the GHC

routine, I get their value for the onset of ablation.

- 14
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0.04

MAXIMUM
AVERAGE

0.03

, 0.02- 0

0

UJICJ)

-. ~0.1

w IJ
0.01

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
I , I I I II . .

0 1 2 3 4 5 6' 7 8 9

TIME [s]
Fig. 6 -- A 2.79 kW/cm2 C•j irradiation for comparison with the ecuivalent
calculation of Criffis, Masumura and Chang. (See the text above for details
of the irradiation.)
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8. SAMPLE CALCLLATICh FLR A REPETITIVELY-PULSED IRRAGIAT!CN

For the high fluxes that can occur during pulsed irradiations, a plasma

can form at the surface of the target material. Gnce it forms, it absorbs

much of the incoming laser radiation and reradiates it over a broad range of

wavelengths. We will assume for this mooel calculation that half of the

reradiated energy is absorbed by the graphite epoxy. Figure 7 is a log-log

plot of the front surface temperature of the sample as a function of the

time from the beginning of each pulse; the results for the first two pulses

are shown. Note the rapidity (less than C.1 ps) with which the surface

reaches the carbon fiber ablation temperature.

III '1 I I I II

104 SECOND PULSE

-• ABLATION

I-
Uj

.I--

,< ='---'"-FIRST PULSE----u..
LL

I..-

z
0

I.

101

PS ns JAS ms

TIME FROM START OF PULSE [log seconds]

Fig. 7 -- Front surface tempferature during a repetitively-pulsed irradiation.
(See the text above for details of the Irradiation.)
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Figure 8 shiws the distribution of the remaining energy just before the

start of tlie next pulse. Figure 5 is a graph of the recessional velocity as

a function of time during the first two 13 ;s pulses. We see that the

surface recession rate essentially comes to equilibrium during the first

2-4 4s of each pulse.

The mocel parameters usec in this calculation are

d = 0.1cm

= 1.5 MW/cm2

a a 0.50

Cm = 0.92

Vmach - 0.3 6

J i I 1 I i J

60

w SECOND PULSE

< 40 "

a.

c-

20

0.01 0.02 0.03

DEPTH [cm"

Fig. 6 -- Residual heating: temperature versus depth just before the onset of
the next pulse.

17
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15- SECOND PULSE'

10

C/)
w
w

2.4 6. 8 10 12 14
TIME [jps]

Fig. 9 - Recession velocity vs. irradiation time for the' sample
repetitively-pul sed irraaiaion.
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pulse lergth = 13 ps

repetition rate = 100 p/s

There is another interesting feature of these pulsed irradiations. For

our sample two-pulse irradiation, 19.48 J/cmn were absorbed in the

composite (=0.02 J/cm 2 represent the surface losses). At the end of the

two pulses, 3.42X1 4 cm of the composite had ablated. This required
3 -4

54.9 kJ/cm X 3.42X10" cm = 18.75 J/cm2 . Thus 96 per cent of the

absorbed energy went to heat and ablate the composite, and only 4 per cent

remained in the material. This, at first, surprising result is due to the

high incident fluences and the.low conductivity of the composite'; the

surface heats up and ablates much faster than heat can flow into the

interior of the material.

9. CCMPARISON WITH EXPERIhENTAL REPETITIVELY-PULSED IRRADIATIONS

Much of the data from experimental repetitively-pulsed irradiations is

classified, but we can use some of the data of Cozzens and Echols [4]. The

parameters for the calculation are

d :0.2 cm

I= 625 kW/cm'"

- 0.92

m p0.92m

mach 0.3

pulse length . 13 ms .

-repetition rate', 1CC p/s

number of pul ses *='1CC

At this irradiance, we are below the plasma threshold, so we choose the

absorption coefficient to be a=o.92 ; this is the same value used. by GMC.

Figures (10)-(12) show the temperatures at the front surface, 8th ply

and 15th ply, respectively., for this 16 ply sample. Shown are the

calculated values and the experimental values from Reference-4. The front

19
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surface teImper,,;.ures (Fig. (10)) were measured radiometrically; the other

two were measured with thermocouples. The measured front surface

temperatures, which were sampled just before the onset of the 'next pulse,

are considerably higher than the talculated values. They are, in fact, off

scale on Fig. (NC). There is, I think, a simple explanation for this. The

code assumes uniform matcrial at the surface, which is slowly eroded by the
radiation. In practice, there will be wisps of graphite fibers sticking-

cit that are not in good thermal contact with the body of the material.

300

-200-
XS

I-

100

20
0 0.25 ,0.5 0.75 1.0

TIME [s]
Fig. 10 -- Calculated front :urface temperature for a iO0 pulse irradiation.

(See the text above for details of the irradiation.',
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They will retain their heat and continue glowing much longer than if they

were in good thermal contact with the bulk material. Consequently, I think

the radiometer was picking up the temperature of glowing fibers, not the

temperature of the bulk surfaze.

The~temperatures as measured at the 8th and 15th plie., are also

considerably higher than the calculated values. The simplest explanation

for this is that the conductivity used in the calculation is too low.' To

test this conjecture I arbitrarily increased the low temperature

conductivity by doubling the values at 10C and 343C. (The values 1.452

and 0.600 in the last column of Table Al were doubled.) The resulting

temperature curves are also shown on Fig. (11) and Fig. (12). We see that

there is an improvement in the fit, but given the arbitrary way in which the

conductivity was changed, we should take these results only as an

indicator.

1 I I 1 ii i .

- CALCULATED 0n PLY

O EXPERIMENTAL (Ref. 4) .0"

CALCULATED (MODIFIED CONDUCTIVITY .

150 - - 0

0 0 >

U 100 / -•
CI -

so

0

/ ./

20 -4-:

0 .0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0"'-

TIME [s)

Fig. 11 -- Comparison of calculated vs. measured temperature at the 8th ply
for a 100 pulse irradiation. (See the text above for details of the
irr'adiation.)
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I I

150 - 15th PLY

- -- CALCULATED

0 EXPERIMENTAL (Ref. 4)

-- CALCULATED (MODIFIED CONDU ZTIVITY)

c 100' 0

0
w

-- - 0

50 0

20 - I
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

TIME (s],

Fig. 12 -- Comparison of calculated vs. measured temperature at the 15th ply
for a 100 pulse irradiation. (See the text above for details of the
irradiation.)

10. CONCLUSIONS

The discrepancy between the calculated and experimental values is

actually worse than pictured, for two reasons. In these calculations, no

account is taken of radial heat flow. The experimental irradiation involves

a finite sized spot; the-temperature rise behind that spot will be less than

* the calculation for an infinite spot size would indicate. Additionally, the

sample in Ref. 4 had a protective coating, which reduced the heat absorbed

intothe material fur several tenths of seconds. These effects each lower

the' measured temperatures relative to the calculated values. in other

words, all of the systematic errors' tend to raise the calculated values of

interior temperatures, whereas we-find them to be lower than the'measured

values.

'I.•
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The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that there are

errors in the measured (estimated) [3] values for the specific heat and

conductivity. Chris Griffis points out [5] that the large peak in the

specific heat curve is an attempt to simulate the chemistry of the

pyrolyzing epoxy. While this approach may work reasonably well at low

fluences and relatively long time-scales, it may not on the short "

time-scales asso,.iated with repetitively-pul sed irradiations. -

In any case, further comparisons of calculation and experiment,

including any extension of the analysis presented here, must await a second,

classified, report [6].
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AFFENDIX A: Th, ERhAL PROPERTIES CF ThE GRAPhITE EPOXY CCUPCUITE

1. Thermal Properties of Virgin M.iaterial

ith one minor eocification, we use the hencusek and Yonin [ e] trnea',

properties of the graphite, epoxy composite.

Table Al

" Thermal Properties of Graphite Epoxy Composite

(Taken from Menousek and Monin [31)

* (NOTE: The Menousek and Monin version of the conductivity

V runs from 1.384 W/cm*C at 38C to 0.173 W/cm*C at E38"C]

TEMPERATURE DENSITY SPECIFIC FEAT CONDUCTIVITY

(0C) (g/cC1) (J/g-C) (k/cm"C)

10 1.•06 , 1.254 O.C1452

34" 1.•c6 2.093 C.006•C

343 1• C6 5. C24 C.CC6COIG 510 1.06 4.899 C.00173

sc5 1.084 1.591 C.OG173

3316 1.684 2.512 0.C0173

In order to improve the numerical stability of their code, -GMC modified

the Menousek and tionin properties as listed in Table A2.

- 2. Thermal Properties of Thermally Cycled Matereal
The large changes in the thermal, properties between 300"C and SCO C are

due the chemical reactions in and the final sublimation of'the epoxy.. Above

5 51'C we assume that only the ,graphite fibers and sob. residue of the epoxy,

remain. Consequently, when a portion of the material' that was heated above

-" 5'"C cools, its thermal properties are different due to the loss of the

"" epoxy. Table A3 lists the properties for this case. Any portion that has

not, reached 51'OC is assumed to retain all of its epoxy and to still have

the properties of the virgin composite. These properties are the same
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whether one starts with the crigiral ,r.enousek anc A.'cnin prcperties, my

modification of them, or the GUC nodification.

I

Table A2

Thermal Properties of Graphite Epoxy Composite

(As used by Griffis, Pla'sumura, ana Chang)

TEMPERATURE DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT CONDUCTIVITY

("C) (g/cmj) (J/g'C) (W/cm*C)

10 1.506 1.254 0.01384

329 1.••C6 2.056 O.OC6-1

357 ;1.56 5.03C7 O.CCE87

,, 496 1.r5C6 4.VC2 C.C0269

524 1.C84 1.!91 C.CC238

E66 1.084 1.6C7 O.GU2C6

621 1.084 1.625 C.0C187

j 704 1.084 1.652 C.CC179

816 1.C84 1.689 0.GC173

3316 1.84 2.5C8 G.CC173

i

Table A3

The mal Properties of Graphite Epxoy
That Pas Been Heated above SICC

TEWPERATURE DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT CONDUCTIVITY

i (C) (g/cm3) (J/9C) (W/cm C)

10 I.084 .1.427 .0. OG173

3316 1.C84 "..CS C.CC173
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APPEUDIX B: CLMCLATIVE hEAT CAPACITY

In order to calculate the average recession velocity, we need to know

the energy required to heat the graphite epoxy from ambient (20"C) to the

sublimation temperature of the graphite (3216"C). Within each region for

which the density and specfic heat vary linearly, the cumulative heat.

capacity is

fT2
• (T 2,T I) f, 1 T.o(T) C p(T)(1

II
- (T2  T ) [2pCp C + OC + 2P 2 0p2 . (B2

Table 81 gives the value of D for each region as well as the cumulative

value from ambient to sublimation.

Table 81

Cumulative heat Capacity of GraDhite Epxoy

(Based on the Properties in Table Al)

INTERVAL CUMULATIVE

TENFERATURE' hEAT CAPACITY HEAT CAPAC'ITY

I(TiT- 1 ) O(T ,-GiC)

(* C) (J/cm )(J/cm 3I

20 0 0

343 821 821

510 1248 2069

3316 624C 8309

The equivalent value for the material after it has been heated above 510C
3is 0(3316"C,2C0C)z7037 J/cm3
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When one uses the -IC version of the thermal properties, one obtains the

following values for the cumulative heat capacity.

Table B2

Cumulative Heat Capacity of Graphite Epxoy

(Based on the Thermal Properties in Table A2)

INTERVAL CUMULATIVE
TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY HEAT CAPACITY

D(TiTi_) O(T1 ,200C)

(OC) (J/cm3 ) (J/cm3)
U

20 0 0

329 770 770

-357 149 919

. 496 1037 1956

524 120 2076

"" 566 .73 2149

* 621 96 2245

704 147 2392

816 203 2595
33,16 5688 8283

2-8o.4

-,4
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